
SPECIALITY TEAS

TEA
Various types (black, green, white, oolong) derived from the tea plant, camellia sinensis - with caffeine.

BOTANICALS
Herbs, spices, fruits and flowers - free from caffeine.

WHITE PEACH SANGRIA
A deep crimson infusion of peaches, hibiscus 
and pineapples, this is a juicy fruit tea that
quenches your thirst whether it is served hot 
or cold.

MELLOW MINT
Lush spearmint and zestful peppermint are 
carefully blended for a smooth, almost creamy 
flavour thrill. Award winning tea.

LIQUID LULLABY
Chamomile gets the Quinteassential treatment; 
feel good dreams are created with this blend of
oats, valerian root and lavender.

JEWEL OF AFRICA
Rooibos, sandalwood, redcurrants and peony 
blossoms bring the calmness of a peaceful 
sunset. Award winning tea.

TITANIC HOUSE BLEND
Smooth, invigorating and full bodied, our 
house blend offers round toasted notes of 
honey, malt and a touch of stone fruits. The 
high proportion of the finest Darjeeling tea 
leaves makes this a perfect consort to Titanic’s 
Afternoon Tea.

DECAF BREAKFAST
A classic breakfast blend, full of flavour 
but without the caffeine, perfect for any 
time of the day. Caffeine extracted via 
CO2 method to optimise flavour balance.

LEMON LOUNGE
This exquisite blend of white and green 
tea, infused with lemon, rosemary and a 
hint of mint helps you unwind zestfully.

IMPERIAL EARL GREY
This wonderful tale of East meets West 
is a blend of black and oolong tea leaves, 
the finest bergamot and blue cornflowers. 
Award winning tea.

SUPER GREEN CACAO
Light, clean taste of green and white 
tea with the intensity of dark chocolate. 
Decadently indulgent with a smooth, 
creamy finish, this luxurious blend has 
spring notes of sweet hazelnut softened 
by aromatic white flowers.

HIGHLAND MIST
Distinct notes of pine-smoked tea envelop 
and embrace the character of highland 
whisky, creating a fascinating twist on the 
classic Lapsang Souchong.

ORGANIC SENCHA LEAF
Exceptionally well made Green leaf from 
the Anhui Province of Eastern China. 
The liquor is emerald green in the cup 
and possesses a light, mellow flavour 
with a nutty and slightly vegetal character.


